
Grade A+ A B+ B C+ C D F

Writing Pieces      (Quality over Quantity) 5 + 4 + 4 3 + 3 3- 2 < 2

Reading (Typed Reaction: 50 words/50pgs.)
(Does not count as a writing piece!)

500+
(words)

450 400 350 300 250 200 < 200

Skills (used properly and explained in Skills Log) > 10 10 9 8 7 6 5 4

Participation (determined by teacher and student) 5 4 3 2 1

Assignments (quarter avg. of assignments) 5 4 3 2 1

Notebook (Pages) 25 + 23 20 18 16 14 12 < 12

Grade Scale:         A+ = 100-95       A = 92         B+ = 87            B = 82        C+ = 77       C = 72        D = 65      F = Below 65

Writing Pieces: polished, typed pieces of writing included in your quarterly portfolio. Keep in mind that quality rules over quantity.  The numbers 
that correspond with the grades above are merely guidelines; five haikus will not weigh as heavily as five essays. 

Reading: Typed reading reactions paper.  Approximately 50 words for every 50 pages read. Topics to discuss: Important/favorite quotes and 
passages from the book;  Writing about lessons and themes in the book;  Your critiques;  Question the decisions of characters or propose other 
options;  Write to the characters/ interact with them;  Make connections to real life/ your life;  Define words you are unfamiliar with;  Observe the 
author not just telling a story, but also crafting it;  Skills, literary techniques do you notice in the book;  Write out a plan for action after reading.   
You Must Choose a Book You Have Never Read Before!

Skills:  Record any Skills you use in your writing pieces on your Skills Used Log and clearly label them on your writing pieces.

Participation: consider contributions to class discussion, promptness to class, attentiveness in class.  Texting, latenesses, disruptive behavior 
will affect this grade negatively. 

Assignments: various assignments will be given throughout the quarter and graded on a scale of 0-5.  This grade will be an average of those 
grades.

Notebook: graded on pages written.  Students who write more than 30 pages earn additional credit.
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